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#1 Best Seller in Kindle Store for "Social Media for Small Business"Social Media is the Fuel of
Small Business Promotion.Many small businesses underestimate the power of social media and
assume it’s a fad or phase. Social Media is not just for entertainment purposes; it’s a driving
force in small business marketing. Many companies have increased their revenue 200% with the
use of social media, and most of them are small businesses just like you. After buying this book
you will have access to specifics on how to start social media campaigns on Facebook and
Twitter. These are proven methods that have helped many small businesses gain leads and
sales from social media platforms. Social Media for Small Business is the perfect guide to
understanding the basics of social media marketing and gaining loyal clients for your small
business.If you are looking to jump start your revenue online, then Social Media: The Fuel of
Small Business Promotion, is for you.



Social Media:The Fuel of Small Business PromotionThank you for investing in this book. The
information in this book will provide as a springboard to get your social media campaign started
and be a success.We want to hear from you! Leaving comments helps us improve our book
offerings.We have more resources on our website:About the AuthorKenley Obas has over 20
years of experience in web development, staff development and Internet marketing. Kenley has
conducted several seminars and presentations ranging from “Understanding Social Media” to
“How to Develop a Mobile Strategy”. He is also the co-founder of Kindred Technology Group,
LLC, a Web Development and Internet Marketing Startup. He currently teaches educational
technology courses at Alabama State University. He earned a doctorate in education at the
University of Alabama, and his masters and bachelors from the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst. Kenley enjoys photography, travelling and spending time with his wife Sondra, and two
kids. You can keep up with Kenley @ www.kindredtechnology.comTable of ContentsPopular
Social Media ChannelsFacebook for Small Business HoldersBenefits of Facebook for
BusinessFacebook PlacesHow to create a business page on FacebookWhy Facebook?
Advertising on FacebookFailing to update FacebookSmall Businesses and TwitterTwitter
profilesTwitter AdvertisingTwitter for Business PromotionTwitter TipsAvoiding Business Pitfalls
on TwitterAbout the AuthorOnce upon a time, businesses needed to reserve almost two thirds of
their business capital for advertising purposes, and start-up businesses would struggle because
of their inability to invest in above the line advertising campaigns. This means that start-up
businesses with better quality products than many established brands were unable to gain
competitive advantage.This story of disappointment and frustration is commonplace. Every
business owner needs the time to build a business idea, and they require capital to get a
business off the ground – but the world of advertising and promotion is now changing, and
requires far less effort and expense. A number of social media channels have made business to
consumer (and business to business) communication and promotion a far simpler task. Poster
campaigns, TV advertisements, print media, and radio commercials are being replaced by one
simple and popular solution: social media engagement.Popular Social Media ChannelsThe
journey of social media starts with Classmates.com but has now extended to popular channels
such as Facebook, Twitter, Google+, Linkedin, Pinterest, MySpace, and Flickr. Facebook
provides a way of sharing photo sand video content while Twitter updates the global population
with all the most pressing events and news stories from around the world. These social media
channels provide valuable platforms for the exchange of thoughts, feelings, and of course,
business promotion. With each social media post, small business owners can make their brand
more prominent and visible to a significant number of people.Facebook for Small Business
HoldersFacebook is the most popular social media platform on the internet and an important
place to gain prospective customers. As time progresses, an increasing number are signing up
for Facebook accounts and they are using their Facebook accounts in more interesting ways.



They share their thoughts, photos, personal moments, and communicate with friends, family,
and colleagues. Now is the time for small businesses to harness the power of this social media
platform.The popularity of Facebook provides a promotional opportunity for small businesses
and large corporations alike. While the well known brands of the business world have the capital
to promote their products and services outside of social media, small businesses can make
great competitive gains on social media platforms and at very little cost.Benefits of Facebook for
BusinessThe right engagement on Facebook can help a business to gain new customers and
build loyalty with the customers a business already has. When used in the right way, this
improved engagement can lead to an increase in profits.A cost effective marketing strategy
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provides a way of sharing photo sand video content while Twitter updates the global population
with all the most pressing events and news stories from around the world. These social media
channels provide valuable platforms for the exchange of thoughts, feelings, and of course,
business promotion. With each social media post, small business owners can make their brand
more prominent and visible to a significant number of people.Facebook for Small Business
HoldersFacebook is the most popular social media platform on the internet and an important
place to gain prospective customers. As time progresses, an increasing number are signing up
for Facebook accounts and they are using their Facebook accounts in more interesting ways.
They share their thoughts, photos, personal moments, and communicate with friends, family,
and colleagues. Now is the time for small businesses to harness the power of this social media
platform.The popularity of Facebook provides a promotional opportunity for small businesses
and large corporations alike. While the well known brands of the business world have the capital
to promote their products and services outside of social media, small businesses can make
great competitive gains on social media platforms and at very little cost.Benefits of Facebook for
BusinessThe right engagement on Facebook can help a business to gain new customers and
build loyalty with the customers a business already has. When used in the right way, this
improved engagement can lead to an increase in profits.A cost effective marketing
strategyFacebook reduces a huge amount of marketing cost, an appealing prospect to small
businesses with strained budgets and resources.Informing customers about products and
servicesFacebook users can gain an idea about the name, contact details, address, products
and service of a business by engaging with a business’ Facebook Page. Businesses can also
add company history, employer information, and anything else that they think may be engaging
to prospective customers within this online portal.Pictures, Videos and TagsThe most powerful
feature of Facebook page is the ability to share content - namely images and videos. Simply
talking about the product is not enough to convince customers to part with their cash. Attractive
pictures and videos catch the attention of the potential customers and images are also proven to
be more shareable within the Facebook platform. Via well crafted images and video content,
customers can gain a comprehensive idea about products and services without even visiting a
store or a showroom. In our online and mobile world, this is an attractive prospect for busy
customers who don’t have time for physical shopping.
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Mike Thomas, “Four Stars. Good book.”

MR M J WARD, “Useful guide. A good book which covers the basics really well. A bargain at the
price too!”

The book by Kenley Obas has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 3 people have provided feedback.
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